Gene-activated matrices for cartilage defect reparation.
A cartilage defect has a very limited ability to repair itself spontaneously due to the shortage of blood. Many attempts have been made to restore the integrity of cartilage in clinical and experimental studies. Recently, tissue engineering has emerged as a new protocol for lost tissue regeneration. Meanwhile, the defect-repairing environment can be improved by gene therapy methods. Gene-activated matrices (GAM) fabricated with biomaterials and plasmids fill the cartilage defects to restore the integrity of joint surface, facilitating repair cell adhesion and proliferation as well as the synthesis of extracelluar matrix. And they also serve as a local gene delivery system, inducing therapeutic agent expression at the repair site. In the present study, we fabricated two- and three-dimensional matrices from chitosan and gelatin, then added a plasmid DNA encoding transforming growth factors-ss1 (TGF-ss1) for cartilage defect regeneration. First, we demonstrated primary chondrocytes could maintain their biological characteristics and secrete therapeutic proteins when they were cultured onto GAM in vitro. Subsequently we inserted three-dimensional GAM into cartilage defects of rabbit knee joints. With the results of the new cartilage tissue formation, we came to the conclusion that GAM was helpful for new tissue production and this therapeutic protocol provided a cheap, simple, and effective method for cartilage defect reparation.